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Let's get this out of the way: If there's a more capable, customizable, easy-to-use web conferencing solution than 
—in fact it may be too much 

for some small businesses—but after about ten years of steady advancement on this dynamic, Flash-based 

architecture, Adobe Connect is the solution to beat. For a competitively-priced $45/month you and up to 99 of your 

colleagues can video conference, share and annotate files, videos, and one another's desktops, and rearrange the look 

and feel of the space to suit your needs, be it a traditional web conferencing meeting, a seminar, or a training session. 

Add a cross-platform desktop client and best-in-class mobile device support—iOS, Android, and even the not-quite-ripe 
Blackberry Playbook—and you'll be hard-pressed to find any barriers to access. 

For small businesses aspiring to project a professional online presence, the two competitors, Cisco WebEx Meeting 

Center (4 stars) and Citrix GoToMeeting (3 stars), will bestow the sort of online cachet you 
crave. Connect is my favorite, on account of its ease of use (no attendee download), price, and feature set. 

Effortless Compatibility 

I love that Connect relies on web-standard Adobe Flash. Just about everyone already has it installed on their computer. 

Adobe Connect is the easiest technology for attendees to join meetings of any product that we tested.  WebEx and 

GotoMeeting both require downloads that caused problems during our testing.  Adobe isn't picky about browser 

compatibility, either. I tested the site with the help of three colleagues, with two of us on Macs (OS X Snow Leopard) 

and two of us Windows machines (Windows 7), with two of using Ethernet connections and two of us connected over 

Wi-Fi. On my own time, I tested Connect in three separate browsers, Internet Explorer 9, Chrome 12, and Firefox 5, and 
I was impressed with the performance across the board. 

Effortless compatibility is an important consideration for any mixed-platform office, or even more so for business that 

rely on telecommuters. 

When it comes to notifying participants, however, Adobe Connect is considerably more clever, thanks to an abundance 

of plugins. Whether your office relies on Microsoft Outlook or even Lotus Notes, Adobe offers add-ins to make 

invitations easy. Using your existing address book and email client, you can invite colleagues and they, in turn, receive 
a simple email with one-click meeting room access. 

Adobe Connect, we haven't found it. This doesn't mean that Connect is right for everyone

Adobe Connect
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The meeting room's look and feel can vary. Not only do you have a custom URL (adobe.acrobat.com/name), you can 

brand the space with a business header or custom background image.  From the menus you can access global controls 

for meeting parameters and layouts (Sharing, Discussion, and Collaboration). Participants can use icons to enable 

audio and video conferencing, disable speakers or microphones, and passively interact through emoticons (Adobe 

bundles icons for hand-raising, agreeing, disagreeing, leading, applauding, laughing, and many more). And don't forget 

the pods, context-sensitive windows that you can show, hide, move, or stack atop another one another. You can open 

pods to share files (Share), play videos (Video), engage in general or individual chat (Chat), or conduct large-group 

functions such as polling, Q&A, whiteboards, and note-taking. Large groups will allow love the Breakout feature, 
through which a handful of participants can spin off without permanently leaving the meeting space. 

In my small testing group, we focused on presenting and screen sharing. As with other solutions, Connect lets you 

share a specific application so you never have to worry about an embarrassing IM or ill-titled email. I passed presenter-

ship to Jill Duffy, who shared and annotated her screen. There's even a great training feature by which one participant 
can share a screen but pass control (i.e. his or her mouse) to another participant. While I will discuss in greater detail 

Connect's stellar audio and video conferencing capabilities, below I supply a chart that maps out some of Connect's key 

web conferencing features compared to its competitors. It's by no means conclusive and it should not be perceived as 

any kind of definitive scorecard; rather, it highlights some features I will not have the time to discuss and visualizes 
Adobe Connect's feature set in context. 

Audio and Video Conferencing 

If your computer (or device) has a built-in mic, Adobe Connect supports it: If you want VoIP audio, click the microphone 

icon. Using headsets for our testing, audio was crisp and clear, with minimal latency. For users who prefer traditional 

telephone access, however, the process is muddier. Using Adobe's Universal Voice technology, Connect bridges calls 

so you can hear one another no matter how you call-in. The catch: You'll need an existing telephone service, and the 

admin will need to set up an audio conferencing profile for that provider, such as Communiqué Conferencing, to be 
associated with the meeting room's audio conference.   

Adobe also offers impressive video conferencing. Not only does Adobe Connect support multiple simultaneous video 

feeds, it lets as many people join as they please. While you would think that this would dog performance (and your 

network), Adobe flexes its media muscle by supplying dedicated servers to support the conferencing. Users can even 

manually adjust video resolution—up to 640x480. In our testing, with multiple simultaneous high-res video streams 

arriving from mixed platforms, browsers, and connection types, Adobe Connect not only looked good—perhaps the 

best.  It performed exceptionally. Adobe supplies a bandwidth viewer from which to see connection status and up/down 
speeds. At no point in the meeting did my connection drop below the "Excellent" bandwidth classification. 

One last feature worth touching on is Adobe's excellent meeting recording system. Every web conferencing solution lets 

you record a meeting, but Adobe deserves praise for allowing users do what they will with those recordings. You can 

watch them from their place of archival (the My Meetings section of the Adobe Connect home page) or save it as a 
video file to your desktop for offline playback. 
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